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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION

Technical Committee No. 3 Documentation and graphical symbols

Report from the Chairman of SC 3A

1. Situation in the Working Groups

3A/WG 1 Revision IEC 617-2 through 617-11 (Task II)

Acting Conv enor: none
Last meeting: 5/6.12.1996 in Zürich
Next meeting: open
Situation: urgent need for a new conv enor and new members.

3A/WG 2 Graphical symbols for information processing

Conv enor: Mr. G.K.F v an der Woud, Netherlands
Last meeting: 16/18.04.1996 in Munich
Next meeting: planed on week 12, 1997 in the Hague but postponed.
New date open.
Situation: see report of the conv enor 3A/476/INF

2. Publications beeing printed

The following standards are being published:

IEC 617-12, 3rd edition (1997): Binary logic elements (based on 3A/407/FDIS and
3A/431/FDIS)

IEC 1734 TR3 (1997): Application of IEC 617-12 and -13 (based on 3A/376/CDV)

Camera-ready copies for these publications were prepared by the WG 2 together with
corrections requested by the IEC Editing Department and sent  in August 1997 to the
Central Office for printing.

3. Programme of SC 3A

All projects under dev elopment are included in the Programme of work of the SC 3A being
amended during the meeting. The old projects being actually on PWI stage were excluded
from the programme.

4 Electronic handling of graphical symbols

Because of common interest for this item the representativ es form SC 3D were inv ited. The
presentation of the preliminary concept of the data base was made by the German delegate,
Mr. R. Scholz. It was explained that it contains only the graphical symbols, indexes and
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descriptions as they are standardized in IEC 617. In the actual form the data base is not
able to create graphical symbols. There are no possibilities to change the graphical symbols
which are in seperate files connecting to the data base (by OLE). There is also not possible
to use the symbols directly in CAD-systems.

The discussion shows that there is a real need for such a data base.

This is a powerful tool for maintenance and future editions of IEC 617 making easier the
task of working groups.

A special thanks was addressed to Mr. Topp from the German N.C. who has prepared this
data base. It is also hoped that in a future it will be supported by the German N.C. taking
into account that we need such a data base as soon as possible.

It was recommended to set up a special Task  Force for further dev elopment of the data
base.

5. Common ISO/IEC standard on graphical symbols

Since the v oting results in ISO on the first DIS was negativ e it was decided to prepare the
second DIS for v ote.

There is no transparency what is prepared in the JWG on this subject. It seems that ISO is
willing to prepare Standards instead of a Technical Report.

This should be complained by TC 3 to the Committee of Action.

A discussion of the Chairman and the Secretary with the Technical Director of the C.O.,

Mr. Brotons-Dias, has took place prior to the meeting of SC 3A in New Delhi. A  proposal
was that if ISO will not follow the decision made by C.A. and TMB to publish ISO 14617-1 to
-5 as Technical Report, all symbols originated from IEC 617 shall be excluded from a ISO-
Standard. The SC 3A can only agree with Part 1 as an ISO-Standard containing a general
concept for a future dev elopement of a common IEC-ISO Standard.

Resolution:

In order to speed up the work on Task II of WG 1 and to make IEC 617 av ailable on a data
base as soon as possible, the parallel work with ISO shall be stoped. The TC 3 should
recommend to the C.A. to take all measures to av oid a publication of the ISO-Standard on
Parts 1 to 5 in order to av oid a conflicting Standard with IEC 617.

6. P-Members

As the US National Committee has recently changed its status in SC 3A from P-Member to
O-Member, the total number of P-Members becomes 22. It makes a situation in the working
groups ev en more difficult.

7. Term of office of the Chairman of SC 3A

The delgates hav e supported the extention of the term of office of the Chairman of SC 3A
for the next period. The TC 3 shall decide on this subject.

__________________________


